Danish Sabre cup 2019-2020

NEW SABRE TOURNAMENT!

The whole of Denmark's Sabre tournament for everyone

Welcome to

Danish Sabre cup

A new, informal and fun
tournament for all ages with
lots of sabre matches and
prizes for fencers at all levels.
The cup will be held 4 times in the
fencing season 2019-2020, held by 4
fencing clubs on Zealand.
The event is suitable for both new and
more experienced saber fencers.
Competition format: A fencing match
constitutes of 5 touches in 2 rounds.
Fencers across age classes and genders
are mixed to create larger pools. This will
allow the fencers to play more matches,
gain more experience, and is a good
training
Participants: Fencers from all Danish and
international clubs can participate. The
fencers do not have to participate in every
competition to be allowed to fence and win
prizes.

Do you miss saber
experience? Just come and
fence!
We would like more people to fence sabre.
So even if sabre is not your weapon of
choice, give it a try anyway and come and
join us. The more experienced sabre
fencers will help the ones with less or no
experience with the rules along the way.
The clubs will have sabre equipment that
can be borrowed.
Price: DKK 50,- pr. event
Equipment: Full sabre fencing clothing,
min. 350 NW. You can borrow sabre
equipment from the organizing club if you
do not have yourself.

CUP-prices

Invite last revision 10.03.20

09.11.19 @ 10am

1st event

2. event

Club: FK Trekanten København

Club: Slagelse FK

Venue:
Ryparkens Idrætsanlæg
Lyngbyvej 110
2100 Kbh. Ø

Venue:
Nymarkshallen
Østre Allé 67
4200 Slagelse

Contact:
Theis Samsig
+45 2671 1000

Contact:
Jan Berg
+45 2126 9331

09.05.20 @ 12pm

At 1-3. competitions there will be small
prizes for everyone as well as diplomas for
U10 and U12. For the fourth and final
competition the overall winner of the year
will be announced during a big prize
ceremony.
After each competition a complete list of
points will be made. The results for each
competition determine the overall position of
the fencer in the tournament.

25.01.20 @ 12pm

3. event

13.06.20 @ 12pm

4. event

Club: Roskilde FK

Club: Taastrup FK

Venue:
Exact address
Follows
4000 Roskilde

Venue:
City 2
Cityringen 4
2630 Taastrup

Contact:
Jørgen Rasmussen
+45 2373 2009

Contact:
Meena Hussein
+45 3075 7292

age groups: Minor through Senior Veteran.

Follow the ranking position of the fencers at: www.faegtning.dk/staevner

